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Macroeconomic Effects of an Energy Saving Policy in the Public Sector

Summary

Nearly all the macroeconomic literature on environmental policies deals with taxes and tradable permits. A policy instrument that still needs to be looked at is a switch in government expenditure away from environmentally-damaging goods, in particular fossil fuels, and toward resource- and energy-saving expenditure. We analyse such policy with a two-sector theoretical general equilibrium model. A composite good is produced with constant returns to scale, and a natural resource is extracted with diminishing returns and yields a differential rent to its owners. The government purchases natural resources and composite goods from private firms. We show that a switch in public spending from the natural resource to the composite good increases employment. It also raises private consumption and welfare if the initial share of resource in public spending is smaller than that of private consumption, or if the difference is small enough. Simulations show that last condition holds in France for energy.
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1. Introduction

The largest part of the literature on macroeconomic effects of environmental policies deals with ecological tax reforms – the so-called "double dividend" debate (Bosello et al., 2001). Taxes, however, are far from being the most common policy instrument for protecting the environment. Therefore a couple of recent papers, e.g. Goulder et al. (1999) also analyse emissions quotas, performance standards and mandated technologies. Another instrument worth looking at is the composition of public spending between environmental-friendly and unfriendly goods and services. Indeed, approximately one-fifth of GDP is purchased directly by the government in most OECD countries. Admittedly, Bovenberg and van der Ploeg (1994) analyse the optimal composition of public spending between a clean and a dirty good, but both are produced with the same production technology.

In particular, a partial but environmentally-efficient measure to fight global warming would be to switch government spending from fossil fuel consumption to energy-efficiency expenditure: thermal insulation, energy-efficient boilers, lighting and appliances, etc. Furthermore, emissions associated with the production of goods and services purchased by the government could be reduced by introducing environmental criteria in the bidding process.

In this paper, we explore the macroeconomic consequences of such policies and show that they not only reduce the use of the natural resource (the first dividend), but that they also lead to benefits as measured in terms of higher employment. Furthermore, for the most likely values of the parameters, an energy-saving policy in the public sector leads to higher household consumption and welfare, provided that the level of public spending does not rise too much.

To demonstrate these results, we use a theoretical general equilibrium model which is presented in the third section. Its main peculiarity is a mixed industrial structure, with a composite good, produced with constant returns to scale, and a domestic natural resource (energy for instance), extracted with diminishing returns, which yields a differential (Ricardian) rent to its owners. The government purchases natural resources and composite goods from private firms. The present model builds heavily on Dixon and Hansen (1999) and Dixon and Pompermaier (1999), who study the effectiveness of monetary policy in presence
of menu costs. It is described in some depth since it differs significantly from those used to assess ecological tax reforms.

Section 4 derives the equilibrium and analyses the consequences of the allocation of government spending on employment, private consumption and households' utility. Section 5 explores magnitudes for different parameter values, and section 6 concludes. Beforehand, section 2 provides some information on resource-saving policies in the government sector.

**2. Resource- and Energy-saving programs in the Government sector in practice**

One of the most direct ways a government can save energy and other natural resources is by cutting its own consumption. However, until recently, very few countries had concerted energy management programs for the government sector (Borg et al., 1998). Since then, the situation has improved somewhat. In the U.S., an Executive Order\(^1\) states that each federal agency shall reduce its greenhouse gas emissions attributed to facility energy use by 30 percent by 2010 compared to such emissions levels in 1990. The Federal Energy Management Program has been created to help Federal agencies increase energy efficiency, use renewable energy, and conserve water. In European countries, most national climate change programmes include provisions to reduce CO\(_2\) emissions from the public sector, either with a quantitative target (e.g. Germany) or without (e.g. France). At last, the European Climate Change Program includes an initiative and a proposed directive on Energy-efficient public procurement, with the aim of saving 25 to 40 millions tonnes of CO\(_2\) per year by 2005 compared to business as usual (European Commission, 2001).

Such a development is not surprising: to quote Borg et al. (1998), "Government-related facilities are often the largest energy users in a country and the single most important customers for energy-using products and services." Furthermore, technologies are available to cut significantly energy consumption in the public sector: thermal insulation techniques, efficient heating, ventilation and air conditioning systems, efficient appliances, boilers, motors and lighting systems, buildings energy management systems, etc.

---

\(^1\) Executive Order 13123 (Greening the Government Through Efficient Energy Management), June 1999.
Nearly all public sector emissions relate to the buildings sector which, according to most engineering estimations, exhibits the highest potential CO₂ emission reduction for a given abatement cost (see Moomaw and Roberto-Moreira, ed., 2001, and references therein). Furthermore, most of these studies conclude that some reductions are available at a negative net cost – that is, the reduction in the energy bill is higher than the energy-saving expenditure. This raises the question of why this "energy-efficiency gap" exists (Jaffe and Stavins, 1994). Our paper, which exhibits some positive macroeconomic feedback from such policies, just makes the existence of such a "no-regret potential" more unexpected.

A detailed examination of this issue is well beyond the scope of the present paper. However, in the particular context of the public sector, it should be stressed that organisational barriers often play a prominent role: people in a position to save energy seldom have an incentive in making such decisions. For instance, departments are often not accountable for energy costs, nor are the actors responsible for purchasing equipment (Sorrell, ed., 2000).

Because the energy-efficiency gap is a matter of argument for energy engineers as well as economic theorists, we prefer not to make particular assumptions on this question. Thus, we do not model a public good production function. Rather, we look in turn at the effect of the share of resource in public spending, and at that of the level of public spending. This allows us to point out the relevance of the financial profitability of the government resource-saving policy for each of our results.

3. The model

3.1. Households

There is a continuum of households  \( i \in [0;1] \). They derive utility from leisure and from the consumption of a natural resource, \( C^R \), and a composite good, \( C^C \). The quality of the environment does not enter the utility function, nor does public spending. The former assumption is common in the double dividend debate and the latter in the literature on the effects of fiscal policy; cf. for instance Dixon and Lawler (1996). Formally

\[
U(C^R_i, C^C_i, l_i) = \frac{(C^R_i)^\beta (C^C_i)^{1-\beta}}{\beta^\beta (1-\beta)^{1-\beta}} - \frac{\gamma}{\gamma + 1} \frac{l_i^{\gamma+1}}{l_i} \quad \forall i \in [0;1],
\]
The second term of the utility function is the disutility of labour \((l)\). \(\gamma\) represents the real wage elasticity of labour supply.

The consumer price index is given by

\[
P\left(P^R, P^C\right) = \left(P^R\right)^{\beta} \left(P^C\right)^{1-\beta}
\]  

(2)

The budget constraint of household \(i\) is

\[
P^R C^R_i + P^C C^C_i \leq W l_i + \pi_i - \phi_i \equiv I_i \quad \forall i
\]  

(3)

Where \(W\) is the nominal wage, which is assumed to be the same in the two sectors, meaning that there is perfect labour mobility between the two sectors. \(\pi_i\) is the nominal rent received by household \(i\) and \(\phi_i\) is a lump-sum tax. Total nominal net-of-tax income of households is denoted

\[
I = \int_{i=0}^{1} I_i \, di
\]  

(4)

Maximising utility subject to the budget constraint and assuming that all households are identical yields aggregate private consumption and labour supply:

\[
C^R = \beta \frac{I}{P^R}
\]  

(5)

\[
C^C = (1 - \beta) \frac{I}{P^C}
\]  

(6)

\[
l_i = \left(\frac{W}{P}\right)^{\gamma}
\]  

(7)

The first two equations state that constant shares of income are spent on the natural resource and on the composite good. The third equation states that the labour supply is a function of the real wage and of the elasticity of labour supply.

### 3.2. Firms

All firms take the nominal wage \(W\) and prices \(P^C\) and \(P^R\) as exogenous. The production function of all firms in the composite sector is characterised by constant returns to scale, which is consistent with empirical estimates. For instance, Crépon et al. (1999) or Klette
(1994) obtain a scale elasticity around one for, respectively, French and Norwegian manufacturing industries.

The output is normalised to be equal to employment. Therefore we have

\[ X^C = L^C \]  \hspace{0.5cm} (8)

\[ P^C = W \]  \hspace{0.5cm} (9)

In the sector producing the natural resource there are constant or diminishing returns with

\[ X^R = \frac{\left( L^R \right)^\alpha}{\alpha} \]  \hspace{0.5cm} (10)

Where \( \alpha \in (0,1] \) is the magnitude of decreasing returns in resource production. A corollary is that all deposits but the least productive yield a differential rent to their owners. The assumption of diminishing returns, which is crucial for our results, deserves some attention.

Such an assumption has a long pedigree, dating back to Ricardo (1821, chapter 3)\(^2\). Since then, it as been used and tested by various authors who have constructed so-called cumulative cost functions, by which cumulative extraction of a non-renewable resource determines its shadow cost of extraction. One of the most comprehensive treatments is the model by Nordhaus (1973, 1979) for several primary energy resources (oil, natural gas, coal, shale, uranium) and several regions of the world. He uses step-shaped extraction cost functions: marginal cost rises step-by-step with the stock extracted. Livernois and Uhler (1987) empirically demonstrate that, in the case of oil, the dependence of costs on cumulative extraction is twofold. First, low-cost reservoirs tend to be found first. As exploration progresses, increasingly inaccessible reserves are discovered, with correspondingly higher extraction costs. Second, by lowering the pressure of oil occurring in a natural petroleum reservoir, cumulative extraction raises the cost of further exploitation. For more references, see Epple and Londregan (1993) who survey this literature. In addition, note that some recent dynamic general equilibrium models feature a cumulative cost function in fossil fuel

\(^2\) "Mines, as well as land, generally pay a rent to their owner […]. If there were abundance of equally fertile mines, which any one might appropriate, they could yield no rent; the value of their produce would depend on the quantity of labour necessary to extract the metal from the mine and bring it to market. But there are mines of various qualities, affording very different results, with equal quantities of labour. […] The return for capital from the poorest mine paying no rent, would regulate the rent of all the other more productive mines. This mine is supposed to yield the usual profits of stock. All that the other mines
production (e.g., Bovenberg and Goulder, 2000).

From (10), when $\alpha < 1$, profit maximisation leads to the demand for labour in the resource sector:

$$L^R = \left( \frac{W}{P^R} \right)^{\frac{1}{1-\alpha}}$$

(11)

When $\alpha = 1$, output is demand determined, since the labour demand curve is infinitely elastic.

### 3.3. The State

The government consumes natural resources and composite goods supplied by private firms and financed by lump-sum taxes. The government's budget is always balanced. The share of natural resource in public spending is $\lambda$. Government's demand functions in real terms are

$$G^R = \lambda \frac{\phi I}{P^R}$$

(12)

$$G^C = (1 - \lambda) \frac{\phi I}{P^C}$$

(13)

Where $\phi = \int_{i=0}^{I} \phi_i \, di / I$ is the ratio of public spending to households' revenue. The two equations above state that government real spending in each good is an exogenous part of its revenue deflated by the price of the goods.

### 4. Equilibrium and comparative static

Solving for equilibrium, we find that the relative price of the composite good and the natural resource is given by

$$\frac{P^C}{P^R} = \left[ \frac{1 - \beta + \phi (1 - \lambda)}{\alpha (\beta + \phi \lambda) + 1} \right]^{\frac{1-\alpha}{\beta (1-\alpha) + 1}}$$

(14)

Total employment is

produce more than this, will necessarily be paid to the owners for rent."

3 All demonstrations of the results below are presented in an appendix available from the author.

4 Direct employment in the public sector would be equivalent to public consumption of composite goods.
\[ l = \left[ \frac{1 - \beta + \phi(1 - \lambda)}{\alpha(\beta + \phi \lambda)} + 1 \right]^{\frac{\gamma(1 - \alpha)}{\beta(1 - \alpha) + 1}} \]  

with employment in the resource sector

\[ L^R = \left[ \frac{1 - \beta + \phi(1 - \lambda)}{\alpha(\beta + \phi \lambda)} + 1 \right]^{-1} \frac{1}{\beta(1 - \alpha) + 1} \]  

A "balanced" variation of the nominal level of public spending, i.e. when \( \lambda = \beta \), is neutral on employment\(^5\):

\[ \frac{\partial l}{\partial \phi} = 0 \quad \text{when} \quad \lambda = \beta. \]

More interesting is the employment effect of the share of the natural resource in public spending

\[ \frac{\partial l}{\partial \lambda} = -\frac{(1 - \alpha) \beta \gamma \phi (1 + \phi) \left( 1 + \frac{1}{\alpha(\beta + \phi \lambda)} \right)^{-1}}{\alpha(\beta \gamma (1 - \alpha) + 1)(\beta + \lambda \phi)^2} \]  

The effect is null in case of constant returns in natural resource production (\( \alpha = 1 \)) or when labour supply is fixed (\( \gamma = 0 \)) and strictly negative in every other case. There is thus what we may label a "public spending employment dividend" from saving natural resources in the public sector.

The explanation is straightforward: a decrease in public consumption of the natural resource stops the production from the least efficient deposits. Hence, the price of the resource, which is set by the least efficient deposit, decreases, raising real wage thus employment.

Since the level of public spending is neutral, this result holds irrespective of the financial profitability of such a programme, i.e., would the lessening in natural resource bills exceed the

---

\(^5\) This would not hold if public spending or leisure entered households’ utility function in a non-additive way, if public spending entered production functions (as in Turnovsky and Fisher, 1995, for instance), or with distortionary taxation (as in Heijdra et al., 1998). We have ruled out these well-known mechanisms in order to disentangle the effects of the level of public spending from those of its composition.
expenditures needed to decrease this bill? This result is interesting since the potential for financially profitable energy-efficient investments is highly debated (see section 2 above).

Total private consumption is

\[
C = \frac{\left(1 + \frac{\beta(1 - \alpha)\phi(1 - \lambda)}{\alpha(\beta + \lambda\phi)}\right)^{1 - \beta(1 - \alpha)} + \frac{1 - \beta(1 - \alpha)}{\beta(\alpha + \lambda\phi)}}{\alpha(\beta + \lambda\phi)}
\]  

(18)

The effect of the level of nominal public expenditure is given by

\[
\frac{\partial C}{\partial \phi} = -\frac{\left(\beta(1 - \alpha)\phi(1 + (1 - \alpha)\gamma\lambda) + (1 + (1 - \alpha)\beta\gamma)\lambda(1 - \alpha)\phi\right)^{1 - \beta(1 - \alpha)}}{\alpha(1 + (1 - \alpha)\beta\gamma)(\beta + \lambda\phi)^2(1 - \beta(1 - \alpha) + \phi(1 - \lambda(1 - \alpha)))}
\]  

(19)

which is negative: an increase in public spending crowds out private consumption, as usual in a model without increasing returns or nominal rigidities. The effect on private consumption of the share of natural resource in public expenditure is given by

\[
\frac{\partial C}{\partial \lambda} = -\frac{(1 - \alpha)\phi\left(1 + \frac{\beta(1 - \alpha)\phi(1 - \lambda)}{\alpha(\beta + \lambda\phi)}\right)^{1 - \beta + \alpha\phi}}{\alpha(1 - \beta\gamma(1 - \alpha))(\beta + \lambda\phi)^2(1 - \beta(1 - \alpha) + \phi(1 - \lambda(1 - \alpha)))}
\]  

(20)

which equals zero in case of constant returns in natural resource production (\(\alpha = 1\)). When \(\alpha < 1\), because the denominator and the first term of the numerator are positive, the above expression is strictly negative if and only if

\[
\lambda < \beta + \frac{\beta(1 - \alpha)\beta\gamma(1 + \phi)}{(1 - \alpha)\beta\gamma}\phi
\]  

(21)

Since the second part of the RHS is positive, this inequality means that if the initial share of natural resource in public expenditure is not greater than that of private consumption (\(\lambda \leq \beta\)), then (i) a decrease in \(\lambda\) unambiguously increases private consumption; (ii) an increase in \(\lambda\) reduces private consumption, up to a certain point which depends on parameters. This last non-monotonic response proceeds from the combination of two antagonistic effects. First, real wage and employment decrease with \(\lambda\), lessening purchasing power of households. Second, abstracting from the first effect, the consumer price index decreases as soon as the allocation
of public spending $\lambda$ departs from that of households $\beta$, improving purchasing power of households. Simulations of section 3 using French data indicate that condition 21 is likely to hold for a public-sector energy-saving program in this country.

However, remember that from (19), public spending crowds out private consumption. Hence, if the energy-saving program is not financially profitable and if the government wants to maintain the supply of public goods, the level of public spending will rise and private consumption may fall.

Let's turn to environmental effectiveness. Formally

$$X^R = \frac{\frac{1 - \alpha}{\beta + \lambda \phi}(1 + \frac{1 - \alpha}{\alpha \beta + \gamma})}{\alpha(1 + \frac{1 - \alpha}{\alpha \beta + \gamma}) \gamma} \quad (22)$$

$$\frac{\partial X^R}{\partial \lambda} = \frac{\phi(1 + \phi)[1 + \frac{1 - \alpha}{\alpha \beta + \gamma}]^{-\frac{\alpha}{1 - \alpha}}}{(\beta + \lambda \phi)(1 - \beta \gamma(1 - \alpha))(1 - \beta(1 - \alpha) + \phi(1 - \lambda(1 - \alpha)))} \quad (23)$$

which is positive. Intuitively, a decrease in public demand for natural resources reduces the relative price of the resource and raises private demand for the resource. However, this ‘rebound’ effect is never sufficient to cancel out the ‘first dividend’, i.e. resource extraction decreases nevertheless. This is easily understandable with a reductio ad absurdum: if the aggregate demand for the resource were to rise, so would its supply hence its price in terms of labour; real wage and employment would then decrease, which we know is false (equation 17).

Results on welfare are less clear-cut. Formally:

$$U = \frac{1 - \beta + \phi(1 - \lambda)}{\alpha(\beta + \lambda \phi)} \quad (24)$$

Since government spending does not enter households' utility function, a "balanced" rise in $\phi$, i.e. when $\lambda = \beta$, reduces households' utility:

$$\frac{\partial U}{\partial \phi} = -\left(1 + \frac{1 - \alpha}{\alpha \beta}\right)^{1 - \frac{\alpha}{\alpha \beta}(1 - \gamma)} \frac{\phi(1 - \alpha)}{\alpha \beta (1 + \phi)^2} \quad \text{when } \lambda = \beta \quad (25)$$
which is negative. The impact of a decrease in $\lambda$ is ambiguous since consumption rises – as long as condition (21) holds – but leisure declines:

$$\frac{\partial U}{\partial \lambda} = \frac{\partial C}{\partial \lambda} + \frac{(1-\alpha) \beta \gamma^2 \phi (1+\phi) \left(1+\frac{1-\beta+\phi(1-\lambda)}{\alpha(\beta+\lambda\phi)}\right)^{\frac{1}{1-\beta\gamma(1-\lambda)}}}{\alpha (1+\gamma)(1+\beta\gamma(1-\alpha))(\beta+\lambda\phi)^2}$$

(26)

Simulations laid out in section 3 show that the consumption effect is likely to outweigh the leisure effect, i.e., utility closely mimics consumption and is likely to raise when condition (21) holds.

5. Results of the simulations

Four scenarios are generated by varying two key parameters: the elasticity of labour supply $\gamma$ and the magnitude of decreasing returns in resource production $\alpha$ (table 1):

Table 1 here

Graph 1 below displays the values of $C$ (private consumption), $U$ (welfare), $l$ (employment) and $X_r$ (natural resource production) for $\theta = 0.2$, $\beta = 0.05$ and $\lambda$ ranging from 0.01 to 0.1. The particular value of $\beta$ reflects the share of fossil fuels (coal, oil and gas) in households' budget in France (INSEE, 1998). To improve the clarity of the presentation, every curve is normalised at 100 for $\lambda = 0.05$, so that variations of the endogenous variables are displayed as a percentage of their initial value.

Graph 1 here

Let's first focus on the two variables that respond to a variation in $\lambda$ in a non-monotonic way: $C$ and $U$ (graphs 1.a and 1.b). For the high elasticity of labour supply scenarios, a decrease in $\lambda$ raises both variables even if the initial share of resource in the public sector is twice that of the private sector. In the low elasticity of labour supply scenarios, however, a decrease in $\lambda$ slightly harms consumption and welfare if the initial value of $\lambda$ is at least 50% higher than $\beta$, and is beneficial in terms of consumption and welfare otherwise. The "real" values of $\lambda$ and $\beta$ of course depend on the country and on the resource, but taking as an illustration the final consumption of fossil fuels in France (INSEE, 1998), we have $\beta = 0.05$ and $\lambda \approx 0.047$. This means that according to our model, an energy-saving program in the French public sector would raise consumption and welfare, on top of employment.
Are our results quantitatively significant? U.S. and European public sector energy saving programs generally aim at a 20 to 30% reduction – meaning approximately a change in $\lambda$ from 0.05 to 0.035 or 0.04. At best, it would bring a 0.1% rise in employment and a 0.05% rise in consumption and welfare. This may seem at first sight modest, but one cannot expect a huge side effect from what is only a partial climate change mitigation measure. Macroeconomic evaluations of the more ambitious carbon/energy tax proposals typically predict an employment impact of +0.1% to +0.7% and an unclear effect on welfare (Majocchi, 1996). Furthermore, the environmental effectiveness of the policy, admittedly reduced by the macroeconomic feedbacks, remains significant. For example, a 30% cut in $\lambda$, with the government initially consuming 20% of the resource, would ex ante lead to a 6% resource saving (30% * 0.2). Ex post, it still yields to a saving of 3.4% (for $\alpha=0.5$) or 5% (for $\alpha=0.75$).

6. Concluding remarks

We have shown that a switch in public spending away from a natural resource (energy for instance) and towards a composite good increases employment, real wage and workers' utility. It also raises private consumption and welfare under two conditions. First, the initial share of energy in public spending must be smaller than that of private consumption, or the difference must be small enough. Simulations show that it is likely to be the case at least for energy. Second, it must not entail too high a rise in the aggregate public spending. This last question is a matter or argument for energy engineers as well as economic theorists and is outside the scope of this paper.

Furthermore, even if the private demand for the resource rises following the switch in public spending, this ‘rebound’ effect is never sufficient to cancel out the ‘first dividend’, i.e. resource extraction decreases nevertheless.

Hence, there is always an "employment dividend" from saving energy in the public sector, and also a "welfare dividend" if such policy is not too costly. Admittedly modest in quantitative terms, these macroeconomic effects are not trivial when compared to those predicted for ecological tax reforms.

Such policy is not Pareto-improving: households earning only rents are worse off (since real rents decline) while those earning only wage income are better off (because real wage rises). It
can be seen as a (small) step towards what Keynes (1936, chapter 24) calls "euthanasia of rentiers" – the latter being, in the present model, the owners of the natural resource.

The crucial assumption here is that marginal returns are decreasing in the natural resource sector and constant in the composite sector. The rationale for the former assumption is that low-cost reservoirs tend to be found first. As exploration progresses, increasingly inaccessible reserves are discovered, with correspondingly higher extraction costs. This assumption is in line with empirical modelling of exhaustible resource supply and with the dynamic general equilibrium models that distinctively model fossil fuel supply. In the composite sector, the constant returns assumption is in agreement with empirical estimates.

The other important modelling choices are those that purposively entail the neutrality of the level of public spending on employment: neither public spending nor leisure enter households' utility function in a non-additive way, public spending does not enter production functions, and lump-sum taxation is available. We have ruled out these mechanisms in order to disentangle the effects of the level of public spending, which is highly debated and covered by a large literature, from those of its composition.

The mechanisms we have formalised in this paper are best thought of as long term effects. In the short run, various rigidities may hold. On the one hand, labour (and also capital) mobility is obviously not perfect. Hence, a decrease in public demand for the natural resource might harm employment and private consumption in the short term. On the other hand, price rigidities may occur. If prices were sticky, a decrease in the share of energy in public expenditure would also raise real wage and employment, through a different mechanism than in our model. Simply, since all the turnover of the composite sector is used for hiring labour while a part of that of the resource sector is distributed as rents, employment intensity of the former is larger than that of the latter.

Up to now, the bulk of the literature on macroeconomic effects of environmental policies has focused on tax reforms. Furthermore, it has typically neglected the technical heterogeneity between the sectors behind the environmental externalities and the rest of the economy. Our results constitute an invitation to devote more attention to other environmental measures than

---

6 However this adverse consequence cannot be taken for granted. Indeed Ramey and Shapiro (1998) analyse the effects of sector-specific changes in government spending in a model with two symmetric sectors. Following an increase in government
ecological tax reforms and to the modelling of the specific features of environmental-friendly and unfriendly sectors.

spending in one sector, real wage and employment are higher when the reallocation of capital across sectors is costly.
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Table 1. Definition of the scenarios

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Common features: $\theta=0.2$, $\beta=0.05$</th>
<th>magnitude of decreasing returns in resource production</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>elasticity of labour supply</td>
<td>High ($\alpha=0.5$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low ($\alpha=0.75$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High ($\gamma=0.4$)</td>
<td>Solid line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low ($\gamma=0.1$)</td>
<td>Short dashing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate dashing</td>
<td>Long dashing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Graph 1. Impact of $\lambda$ on the main macroeconomic variables

a. Private consumption

b. Welfare

c. Employment

d. Resource production
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